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Twitter Files Detail Trump Suspension, Regular Meetings
With FBI, DHS

AP Images

The decision to ban President Trump from
Twitter on January 8, 2021, two days after
the mostly peaceful protest at the U.S.
Capitol, grew out of an “intellectual
framework” that took shape during the four
years of his presidency.

That, and the strange pride Twitter enforcer
Yoel Roth took in meeting with the FBI and
other federal agencies about who and what
to ban on Twitter, is the latest from Matt
Taibbi on the platform’s censorship
operation. Two more installments about
Trump are ahead.

The upshot of the reports thus far: They show how dangerous leftists such as Roth are when they
control a major communications platform. They shut down speech they don’t like.

Twitter CEO Elon Musk called the suppression what it was: “election interference.” 

3. We’ll show you what hasn’t been revealed: the erosion of standards within the company in
months before J6, decisions by high-ranking executives to violate their own policies, and
more, against the backdrop of ongoing, documented interaction with federal agencies.

— Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi) December 9, 2022

Get Trump

But targeting the president of the United States after he told his supporters to go home and stay
peaceful seemed to have been the acme of Twitter’s targeting conservatives and Republicans.

“Whatever your opinion on the decision to remove Trump that day, the internal communications at
Twitter between January 6th-January 8th have clear historical import,” Taibbi wrote:

Even Twitter’s employees understood in the moment it was a landmark moment in the
annals of speech.

An internal message shows one executive asking whether a head of state had ever been banned.

5. Whatever your opinion on the decision to remove Trump that day, the internal
communications at Twitter between January 6th-January 8th have clear historical import.
Even Twitter’s employees understood in the moment it was a landmark moment in the
annals of speech. pic.twitter.com/tQ01n58XFc

— Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi) December 9, 2022

https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1601352946163544065?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1601352083617505281.html
https://t.co/tQ01n58XFc
https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1601354663265472513?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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But no sooner had Roth, head of “trust and safety”; India-born Vijaya Gadde, Twitter’s legal chief; and
other Twitter leftists exiled Trump than they began to flex their muscles.

“As soon as they finished banning Trump, Twitter execs started processing new power,” Taibbi
continued:

They prepared to ban future presidents and White Houses — perhaps even Joe Biden. The
“new administration,” says one exec, “will not be suspended by Twitter unless absolutely
necessary.”

6. As soon as they finished banning Trump, Twitter execs started processing new power.
They prepared to ban future presidents and White Houses – perhaps even Joe Biden. The
“new administration,” says one exec, “will not be suspended by Twitter unless absolutely
necessary.” pic.twitter.com/lr66YgDlGy

— Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi) December 9, 2022

Trump was removed, the files show, not just because of tweets connected to the January 6 protest.
Instead, the execs reached the logical end of what they had planned for years. They hung their hat on
January 6.

“Context matters and the narrative that trump and his friends have pursued over the course of this
election and frankly last 4+ years must be taken into account when interpreting and analyzing that
tweet,” an exec wrote to Gadde. “I believe that this tweet does violate our rules when taking that
historical context + current climate into account.”

7. Twitter executives removed Trump in part over what one executive called the “context
surrounding”: actions by Trump and supporters “over the course of the election and frankly
last 4+ years.” In the end, they looked at a broad picture. But that approach can cut both
ways. pic.twitter.com/Trgvq5jmhS

— Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi) December 9, 2022

Twitter removed Trump’s tweet that contained video of his urging supporters to stay peaceful and go
home.

THIS IS WHAT THE VIDEO THAT TRUMP RELEASED JUST SAID – Verbatim, unedited
transcript:

I know your pain. I know you're hurt. We had an election that was stolen from us. It was a
landslide election, and everyone knows it, especially the other side. (1/)

— Carla Jean – Vote, FFS (@beerbabe) January 6, 2021

As a result of the unprecedented and ongoing violent situation in Washington, D.C., we have
required the removal of three @realDonaldTrump Tweets that were posted earlier today for
repeated and severe violations of our Civic Integrity policy. https://t.co/k6OkjNG3bM

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vijaya_Gadde
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1601352083617505281.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1601352083617505281.html
https://t.co/lr66YgDlGy
https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1601355779474620416?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/Trgvq5jmhS
https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1601357147178082305?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/beerbabe/status/1346932064873021441?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/k6OkjNG3bM
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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— Twitter Safety (@TwitterSafety) January 7, 2021

Twitter exiled Trump on January 8.

After close review of recent Tweets from the @realDonaldTrump account and the context
around them we have permanently suspended the account due to the risk of further
incitement of violence.https://t.co/CBpE1I6j8Y

— Twitter Safety (@TwitterSafety) January 8, 2021

FBI, DHS Meetings

Internal Slack messages also show “Twitter executives getting a kick out of intensified relationships
with federal agencies,” Taibbi averred:

[E]xecutives were also clearly liaising with federal enforcement and intelligence agencies
about moderation of election-related content. 

11. After J6, internal Slacks show Twitter executives getting a kick out of intensified
relationships with federal agencies. Here’s Trust and Safety head Yoel Roth, lamenting a
lack of “generic enough” calendar descriptions to concealing his “very interesting” meeting
partners. pic.twitter.com/kgC4eGykcO

— Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi) December 9, 2022

As well, a “post about the Hunter Biden laptop situation shows that Roth not only met weekly with the
FBI and DHS, but with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI),” Taibbi reported:

20. This post about the Hunter Biden laptop situation shows that Roth not only met weekly
with the FBI and DHS, but with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI):
pic.twitter.com/s5IiUjQqIY

— Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi) December 9, 2022

So Roth, a homosexual who wrote his doctoral dissertation on “gay” dating websites, regularly met with
the nation’s top security, intelligence, and law enforcement officials to help direct a censorship
operation that mostly targeted the platform’s conservative users.

Also heavily involved was Gadde, the Indian immigrant who bragged about her power to censor
Americans on Twitter.

If Twitter censored material at the behest of the federal government, it might well be found to have
violated the free speech protections of the First Amendment.

Shut Down the Right

Trump aside, Roth and Gadde were heavily involved in Twitter’s censorship of conservatives, and of
course the Hunter Biden laptop story, as the first two installments about the Twitter files show.

Former New York Times writer Bari Weiss disclosed Twitter’s blacklisting operation, which targeted
prominent conservatives such as Dan Bongino and a professor at Stanford University who tweeted that

https://twitter.com/TwitterSafety/status/1346970430062485505?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/suspension
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/CBpE1I6j8Y
https://twitter.com/TwitterSafety/status/1347684877634838528?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://slack.com/help/articles/212281468-Understand-direct-messages
https://t.co/kgC4eGykcO
https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1601359872528101376?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1601352083617505281.html
https://t.co/s5IiUjQqIY
https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1601364807831425025?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/twitter-blacklist-operation-exposed-in-second-dump-of-twitter-files/?utm_source=_pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60981d118b006454de9222b2/61d364a68536fc3f5cf77933_Roth-Dissertation.pdf
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/nri/us-canada-news/indian-americans-at-the-heart-of-trump-v-twitterbig-tech-battle/articleshow/80192280.cms
https://thenewamerican.com/twitter-blacklist-operation-exposed-in-second-dump-of-twitter-files/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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the Covid lockdown would harm children.

Twitter also targeted the Libs of TikTok Twitter feed, and permitted users to dox and harass the
account’s founder, Chaya Raichik.

In the first story about the files, Taibbi detailed Twitter’s suppression of the Hunter Biden laptop story
at the request of the Biden presidential campaign.

Shortly after that story, Musk fired Twitter General Counsel James Baker, the former FBI general
counsel involved in the Russian Collusion Hoax.

He also fired Gadde and former CEO Parag Agrawal, who took over from Jack Dorsey. Roth quit Twitter
in November, then finally confessed that he erred in helping to suppress the laptop story.

As for Musk, his releasing the files and disclosing the details about Twitter’s suppression of
conservatives and news harmful to Biden doesn’t mean he’s a conservative. It does mean Twitter’s
election interference may be over, though.

“Do I think Trump would have lost anyway?” he tweeted:

Yes. And, as a reminder, I supported Biden, [Hillary] and Obama.

Nonetheless, election interference by social media companies obviously undermines the
public’s faith in democracy and is wrong.

Do I think Trump would have lost anyway? Yes. And, as a reminder, I supported Biden,
Hilary and Obama.

Nonetheless, election interference by social media companies obviously undermines the
public’s faith in democracy and is wrong.

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) December 10, 2022

https://thenewamerican.com/musk-releases-twitter-files-that-detail-effort-to-block-hunter-biden-laptop-story/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/musk-fires-former-fbi-attorney-who-vetted-twitter-files-helped-suppress-hunter-biden-laptop-story/?utm_source=_pdf
https://www.cnn.com/2022/10/28/tech/elon-musk-twitter-golden-parachutes/index.html
https://nypost.com/2022/11/11/post-censoring-twitter-exec-yoel-roth-among-latest-to-quit/
https://nypost.com/2022/11/30/twitters-ex-safety-chief-admits-censoring-posts-hunter-biden-scoop-was-a-mistake/'
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1601417806666309632?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
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Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.
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and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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